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Introduction
Hot dust workshop: May 20-22 (2015) -- Caltech



Controversial
1. Observational aspects:

•  Most detection at 3-5 sigmas

CHARA/FLUOR – K band VLTI/PIONIER – H band



Controversial
1. Observational aspects:

•  No correlation with warm dust



Controversial
1. Observational aspects:

•  Detected with 3 different interferometric instruments 
•  Detection confirmed by direct imaging

2008-2009 FLUOR data 2010 coronagraphic image (Palomar) 

K8-M2 companion 
K=7.8 

>8.6 AU (>320 mas) 

Mawet et al. 2011 



Controversial
2. Theoretical aspects:

•  Such small dust particles should be expelled by RP 
in very short timescales (?)


•  But NIR excess is observed around many stars

•  Dust must either be replenished quasi continuously

•  Is there enough supply for that? 


•  Or trapped in the inner region
•  How? 


•  Alternative scenarios? Is it really dust? 



Where does the excess come from?
Basic constraints: 
•  CHARA/FLUOR FoV = 0.5” FWHM, VLTI/PIONIER = 0.2” FWHM
•  V=Vs.(1-f) + f.Vd à resolved excess detectable as close as 5mas 

with CHARA 34m baseline at 2.2 µm

Case of 1% excess around unresolved 
star


tau	  Cet	  	   G8V	   4.7	  Rstar	  
10	  Tau	   F9V 8.7	  
eta	  Lep	   F1V 9.2	  
lam	  Gem	   A3V 11.3	  
bet	  Leo	   A3V 7.0	  
ksi	  Boo	   G8V 7.9	  
Altair	   A7V 2.8	  
Vega	   A0V 2.8	  

110	  Her	   F6V 9.6	  
Zet	  Aql	   A0V 11.0	  
alf	  Cep	   A7IV 6.0	  



•  Sublimation of micron-sized grains deposits population of nanograins (Mann et al. 2006)
•  Circumvent strongest effects of blowout because parent grains are too large and 
daughters too small

•  Nanograins acquire significant electrical charge (Pedersen & Gomez de Castro 2011)
•  Even with weak stellar magnetic fields (1 Gauss) the magnetic force captures electrically 
charged nanograins on epicyclic orbits
•  Such fields are expected even for A-stars  (e.g., Lignieres et al. 2009 for Vega)
•  Collisions are dominant loss mechanism, but lifetimes can be months to a year (Rieke & 
Gaspar, to be submitted to ApJ)

Hot Excesses Due to Magnetic Trapping of Nanograins

Typical grain orbit Grain lifetimes against collisions



Key questions

1.  Is it real? 
2.  If so, is it dust? What are the alternatives?
3.  What are the dust and population properties?

•  Spatial information – location, geometry
•  Spectral information – T, spectral features, emission mechanism 

(thermal vs Scattered)
•  Combined with Modelling: grain size, composition
•  Luminosity distribution

4.  What comet/gas/dust physics do we need?
•  Can we test the phenomenological models? 
•  Can we connect to the solar system? (dust properties, stardust 

results + stargazing comets)
5.  What are the dust lifetime/fate/origin? 

•  Dependence on stellar properties
6.  Does it affect exo-Earth imaging in the visible?

•  Produces visible brightness in the HZ
•  Produces coronagraph leakage



Is it real? i.e. are the visibility deficits astrophysical? 




If real, is it dust? 




What are the dust properties?



Does the NIR dust affect exo-Earth imaging in the 
visible?



How much of a problem is the NIR excess 
phenomenon for future exo-Earth imaging missions?

•  Where is the NIR excess source located? 
•  Measure its spatial brightness distribution in the NIR
•  Establish whether or not it comes from dust in the HZ

•  What is its wavelength dependence?

•  What is its stellar spectral type dependence? 

•  Is it thermal emission or scattering, or both?
•  So we can more easily extrapolate to the visible

•  Are NIR surveys a mandatory complement to MIR surveys? 

•  If NIR excess not coming from HZ, can it still tell us about dust 
in the HZ? 








What comet/gas/dust physics do we need?



Dust origin/lifetime/fate


